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**The New York Times**

*When Hospitals Merge to Save Money, Patients Often Pay More*

By Reed Abelson
Nov. 14, 2018

**Amazon to buy One Medical for $3.9 billion as it expands healthcare footprint**

By Catherine Thongnak
Updated 02:00 AM EDT, Fri July 22, 2022

**CONNECTICUT**

*Yale New Haven Health signs deal to buy Manchester, Rockville and Waterbury hospitals. Lawmakers warn of health care consolidation.*

By Stephen Singer
Hartford Courant • Oct 06, 2022 at 9:43 am
Types of consolidation

- Horizontal, vertical, cross-market
- Buyers: other providers, payers, private equity
- Types of transactions: mergers, acquisitions, affiliation agreements, joint contracting, joint ventures
% of markets that are highly concentrated:

- 90% of hospital markets
- 65% of specialty physician markets
- 57% of insurer markets
- 39% of primary care markets

Hospital consolidation

• 1,629 hospital mergers from 1993-2017
• 90% of hospital markets are highly concentrated
• In most markets a single hospital controls >50% of market share

Vertical consolidation on the rise

From 2010-2018, hospital ownership of physician practices increased 89% (from 24%-46%)

Most transactions are too small to receive antitrust review

Consolidation drives prices higher

- It all comes down to market power
- Market power is amassed through consolidation (horizontal mergers, vertical consolidation, joint ventures)
- Higher priced providers are not higher quality
Evidence of the impact of consolidation

Clear evidence that provider consolidation significantly ↑ prices

- Horizontal hospital consolidation increases prices 20-60% (Cooper et al. 2020)
- Horizontal physician consolidation increases prices 8-26% (Austin & Baker 2015)
- Vertical consolidation associated with 14.1% increase in physician prices (Capps, Dranove, Ody 2019)

Mixed evidence on consolidation’s impact on quality

- Hospital mergers did not affect patient outcomes, readmissions, or mortality, but patient satisfaction declined (Beaulieu et al. 2020)
- Hospital ownership of physician practices led to higher readmission rates and no better quality measures (McWilliams et al. 2013, Neprash et al. 2015)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Approach</th>
<th>State Tools</th>
<th>Federal Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Transparent Data                        | • All-payer claims databases  
• Enhanced hospital financial reporting and hospital cost analysis                                                                              | • Hospital Price Transparency Rule  
• Transparency in Coverage Law  
• Federal APCD (or federal help for state APCDs)                                                                                     |
| 2. Mitigate consolidation and abuses of market power | • Pre-transaction notice, review, and approval for health care transactions  
• Banning anticompetitive health insurance contract terms  
• State AG action against anticompetitive conduct                                                                                     | • Health care merger review under the Clayton Act  
• Reporting under Hart-Scott-Rodino Act  
• Federal antitrust enforcement against anticompetitive conduct under Sherman Act                                                        |
| 3. Oversee health care rates and growth     | • Cost growth benchmarks  
• Health insurance rate review – affordability standards  
• Limit outpatient facility fees  
• Public option  
• Out-of-network price caps  
• All-payer model, global hospital budgets                                                                                       | • Medicare site neutral payment (limiting facility fees)  
• No Surprises Act  
• Public option  
• Employer public option  
• Caps on commercial prices or price growth                                                                                           |
CBO boils health policy down to 1 slide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Approach</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Effects on Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promoting price transparency</td>
<td>Targeting consumers’ and employers’ limited sensitivity to prices paid to providers</td>
<td>Very small price reductions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting competition among providers</td>
<td>Targeting the market power of providers</td>
<td>Small price reductions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capping the level or growth of prices</td>
<td>Regulating prices paid to providers</td>
<td>Moderate to large price reductions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CBO, Policy Approaches to Reduce What Commercial Insurers Pay for Hospitals’ and Physicians’ Services (Sept. 2022)
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Bad News – It’s Not Just Hospitals Anymore...

- 90% of Metropolitan statistical areas are concentrated for hospitals
- 1,412 hospital mergers from 1998 – 2015
- PCP employment: 27 -> 44% over 10 yrs to 2016
  - Specialist...65%...oof
Why Should Policymakers Care?

• 1 in 5 Americans can’t afford to pay for medical care right now
• Health insurance premiums rising
  – Really a proxy for high delivery costs
  – Increased insurance subsidy masks the problem
• Lack of competition
  – ossification
  – innovation losses

Figure 1. Index of labor productivity, output, and hours worked for private community hospitals

Harms of Hospital Consolidation
Tools To Address Consolidation
Do No Harm

1. More Rate Regulation/Price Caps
   - Promotes a static, not dynamic market
   - Subject to regulatory capture
   - *Doesn’t work:* Certainly hasn’t controlled costs in Medicare FFS

2. Certificates of Public Advantage
   - Industry using state authorities to circumvents FTC oversight
   - Replaces competition w/state oversight

\[
\text{Cost} = f(P, V, I)
\]
A Living System: Encourage Dynamism

1. **Improve antitrust enforcement**
   - Provide FTC authority for anticompetitive behavior for nonprofit (hospitals)
   - State competition index for targeted enforcement

2. **Eliminate payment policy arbitrage**
   - Eliminate CMS inpatient only list
   - Promote site neutral payment
   - Reform 340B

3. **Allow competition: encourage entry**
   - Eliminate Certificate of Need
   - Allow Physician-Owned Hospitals
   - Stark Law reforms to promote new clinical enterprises
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A Lens for Viewing the Not-for-Profit Healthcare Market

• The historical regulatory approach toward not-for-profit healthcare has been based on the narrow theory that prices to consumers are negatively impacted by consolidating providers

• But this is an overly narrow way of viewing the healthcare market

• Regulation toward the provider community should be seen through the lens of the macroeconomic environment within which health systems currently operate
Everything In the American Economy Is Getting Bigger…
Except for Not-for-Profit Healthcare, Which Is Significantly Impacting the Sector’s Ability to Compete

Net Revenues, 2010-2021 ($ in Billions)

*Sources: Statista and individual company’s audited financial statements.
The Pandemic, Inflation, and the Regulatory Environment Have Seriously Weakened Not-for-Profit Healthcare With the Following Results

- More than half of hospitals are projected to have negative operating margins through 2022, an increase over pre-pandemic levels
  - Under an optimistic scenario, 53% of hospitals would have negative operating margins in 2022
  - Under a pessimistic scenario, 68% of hospitals would have negative operating margins in 2022

- Expenses are significantly elevated from pre-pandemic levels
  - Total expenses are projected to increase nearly $135 billion over 2021 levels
  - Labor expenses are projected to increase by $86 billion, while non labor expenses are projected to increase by $49 billion

- U.S. hospitals are likely to face billions of dollars in losses in 2022 under both optimistic and pessimistic scenarios
  - Under an optimistic scenario, hospital operating margins would be down 37% compared with 2022
  - Under a pessimistic scenario, hospital operating margins would be down 133% compared with 2022

- As a result, many hospitals are no longer able to meet all the clinical services that are required by their respective communities
How Anti-Consolidation Regulation Impacts Communities

• As an example, consider the scenario of a two-hospital city in which one hospital is successful and another is struggling to maintain sufficient volume.

• A merger would offer a systematic approach to managing a complex transition to reduce duplication and to create the best mix of services, locations, and clinical quality.

• Health system executives view the merger option as a far more positive approach for a community than the alternative—which allows one organization to decline financially and clinically over a period of years.

• Over the past 20 years, the regulatory apparatus has made it close to impossible for hospitals to merge in a two-hospital town—most recently preventing the merger of the two hospitals in New Brunswick New Jersey.

• Such a regulatory approach actually raises local healthcare costs and forces the maintenance of service lines whose quality is suspect.
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For more than forty years, Ken Kaufman has been one of the leading thinkers on the future of healthcare. He is the Chair of Kaufman Hall, a management consulting and software firm that he founded in 1985. Ken has helped healthcare organizations of all sizes with their most critical strategic challenges. He is also the author of seven books and hundreds of articles, and he has delivered more than 400 speeches, most recently focusing on healthcare disruption. In 2019, he received the Richard L. Clarke Board of Directors Award from the Healthcare Financial Management Association for lifetime contribution to healthcare.
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LIMITING THE ANTICOMPETITIVE USE OF SYSTEM POWER

Oversee Future Consolidation
- Increased Notice of Proposed Transactions
- Administrative Review Process

Restrict Use of Market Power
- Prohibit Anticompetitive Contract Terms
- Restrict Pricing Power of Dominant Providers
REQUIRED NOTICE OF PROPOSED TRANSACTIONS
STATE AGENCIES OVERSEEING FUTURE CONSOLIDATION

Massachusetts
Health Policy Commission

Oregon
Oregon Health Authority

California
Office of Health Care Affordability
LIMITING THE ANTICOMPETITIVE USE OF SYSTEM POWER

Oversee Future Consolidation
- Increased Notice of Proposed Transactions
- Administrative Review Process

Restrict Use of Market Power
- Prohibit Anticompetitive Contract Terms
- Restrict Pricing Power of Dominant Providers
STATES WITH LAWS RESTRICTING USE OF SPECIFIC CONTRACT TERMS

All-or-nothing or Affiliate Contracting Restrictions

Anti-tiering/anti-steering Restrictions

- Legislation restricting all-or-nothing provisions + Major lawsuit
- Major lawsuit alleging anticompetitive contract use
- Law banning all-or-nothing contract provisions
- Current session bill to restrict all-or-nothing contract provisions
- No restrictions on all-or-nothing contract provisions

- Legislation restricting anti-tiering/anti-steering provisions + Major lawsuit
- Major lawsuit alleging anticompetitive contract use
- Law restricting anti-tiering or anti-steering contract provisions
- Current session bill to restrict anti-tiering contract provisions
- No restrictions on anti-tiering or anti-steering contract provisions
Spectrum of Options to Constrain Provider Pricing Power
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UPCOMING EVENT

October 26, 2022 | 12:00 PM – 1:30 PM ET

Rebuilding Trust in Public Health Messaging

This briefing will provide a brief overview of successful federal, state, and local examples of public health messaging, historical examples of mistrust, and how public health officials overcame these barriers. This panel will also discuss potential strategies for rebuilding trust in public health officials and institutions, such as further diversifying the workforce, effective and consistent communication, improving data collection on subpopulations, and tailoring public health messaging to specific communities.
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